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Droid Rage Rewired #6985

Team #6985 - Droid Rage Rewired - Team Summary

Abby - 3rd year on team – age 14 – 9th grade – Valders Middle School – 6 years with the
Lakeshore FIRST Robotics Program.

Autumn - 3rd year on team -age 16 – 10th grade – Homeschool- 5 years with the Lakeshore
FIRST Robotics Program.

James - 3rd year on team – age 15 – 9th grade – Valders Middle School- 10 years with the
Lakeshore FIRST Robotics Program.

Joseph - 3rd year on team – age 15 – 9th grade – Valders Middle School -  3 years with the
Lakeshore FIRST Robotics Program.

Mitchell - 3rd year on team - age 15 – 9th grade – St. Mary’s -  6 years with the Lakeshore FIRST
Robotics Program.

Ryan -  3rd year on team – age 16 – 10th grade – Kiel High School – 5 years with the Lakeshore
FIRST Robotics Program.

Anna - is going on her 9th year with the Lakeshore FIRST Robotics program, 3rd year with this
team. Works in B2B for Kohler Company.

Adam - new mentor we acquired through out-reach at the Manitowoc County Fair.
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Abby

My name is Abby and I am 15 years old. I am a freshman in Valders High School.
This is my 3rd year on the team and my 6th year with the Lakeshore FIRST
Robotics. I did 3 FIRST Lego League seasons and  3 Tech Challenge Seasons. My
hobbies are showing beef cattle with 4H and taking projects to the fair. A random
fun fact about me is that I am double jointed in my middle finger.
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Autumn

My name is Autumn, I am 16 and in 10th grade. I am homeschooled and I love it.
My favorite subject in school is spelling. I have been involved in FIRST for five
years. This is my fifth year in FTC. I have helped spread the word about FIRST at
our FLL Regional at Lakeshore Technical College and at the Manitowoc County
fair. I have also helped at Maker Mondays, FLL Practice Regional, FRC
scrimmages,  parades, and sponsor presentations. I played soccer from kindergarten
to fifth grade. My favorite hobbies are crocheting, reading, being outside, sewing,
drawing, painting, 4-h,  showing bunnies, and playing with the cats. I have shown
Dutch, Belgian Hare, and Flemish Giants. Some of my projects I took to the fair
are a ring toss game, a frog operation game, photography, crocheting, a chalkboard,
duct tape items, leather craft, tie dye, paintings, jewelry, Halloween, Christmas,
and Easter items. Through 4-h I also helped with the clover cafe at the fair. My
favorite fun fact about me runs on my dad’s side of the family; my hand can fold in
half.
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James

My name is James and I am 15. I am in 9th grade and go to Valders High School.
My older brother and sister are homeschooled. My favorite subject in school is
CAD.  My outreach is helping out at the fair in the robotics booth, going to the
library for STEM events for the younger kids, and helping at our FLL Regional the
Lakeshore FIRST Robotics program puts on at Lakeshore Technical College.  I
helped watch over the practice matches, and I timed in judging rooms. I have also
played football for three years. And this year I broke my Tibula and Fibula bones
in my leg. I broke the one right off the growth plate and had to come to Robotics in
a wheel for 5 weeks.  I love to do archery; I have been doing it since I was five. I
also like being outside in the woods and soaking up the sun. My favorite fun fact
about me is I have had stitches between my pinky toes. (And now I have had 32+
stitches in my leg).
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Joseph

My name is Joseph, but people call me Joe. I am 15 and in 9th grade.  I go to
Valders High School and I am on the robotics team of Wisconsin. Some things I
like to do in my spare time is writing stories or anything that happens in my day. I
also like writing my own codes and practicing them and ones that are already
created that I find online. This is my third year in robotics. My brother Chris and I
had robots in a separate competition that destroys other people’s robots a few years
ago. I had a wedge robot. They let the smaller robots go first and then all the larger
robots are put together at the end just for fun. I like working outside and animals. I
joined the robotics team because I see it from the mechanical side and I have to use
a lot of that to build our robot with the team. Before robotics I did not do any
extracurricular activities. Some of my favorite hobbies are robotics, digging holes,
writing with ciphers and codes, and making up random scenarios in my head and
seeing what happens to the people in the scenarios. I have fun doing magic tricks
and origami. Robotics is probably my favorite thing that I do besides back when I
did Boy Scouts.  I basically write everything that happens, and I sketch all of the
robots and the parts we added to it. I love sorting my Legos every time my brother
is done with them. Random fun fact about me is that fountain pens are the superior
writing utensil.
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Mitchell

My name is Mitchell and I am 14 years old. I am in 8th grade and I go to Holy
Family School in Brillion. My favorite subjects in school are math and social
studies. I am in 4-H and I have taken bunnies, photographs, and sheep to the
Manitowoc County Fair.  I have also built a wooden catapult for the fair in the past.
I have been in FIRST for 6 years. I have been in FLL for three years and this is my
third year in FTC. I am not really into video games. I like games with strategy.
Random fun fact is I started FLL a year early.
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Ryan

My name is Ryan and I am 15 years old. I am in 10th grade and go to Kiel High
School, but I am on the Valders robotics team. I have been in FLL for one year, and
FTC for four years. My favorite subject in school is science. I have been in cross
country for five years, and track for two years. My hobbies are running, fishing,
video games, biking, going to Madison, and hanging with my family. I also have a
younger brother. Random fun fact about me is I love to play fantasy football.
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Anna

Anna is going on her 9th year with the Lakeshore FIRST Robotics program. She is
the Director of FLL Jr and Co-Director for Travel for Lakeshore FIRST Robotics
Program of Manitowoc County.  She has been a Mentor for FLL Jr, FLL, FTC and
FRC.   She has had 3 of her four daughters go through the program.  Anna loves to
see the kids grow through all levels of the program and use the skills they learn out
in the real world.  A random fun fact about Anna is she is obsessed with squirrels.
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Adam

This is Adam’s first year mentoring in FIRST.  He learned about the Lakeshore
FIRST Program through the Manitowoc County Fair.  Adam was introduced to the
team by Chris, our FTC Director. He comes with the background of Programming,
embedded electronics, DEVOPS,  and computer science. Adam has a fascination
with LEDs and electronics which totally excited our team, as we have a love of
LEDs! He and his wife Bree have 2 young boys, Apollo and Rhys, who keep them
very busy as well. A random fun fact about Adam is I did satellite communications
in the Marine Core!
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Iterator
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Kick Off
Saturday, September 18th, 2021 1-4 P.M.
Attendance: Autumn, James, Joseph, Mitchell, Ryan, Sam

What we did:
● We watched the kick off video

● We went over the rules and made a points board

● We organized our toolbox

● We brainstormed ideas of what we wanted our robot to do

● We started to prototype our robot base and claw

● We went to the Strand Adventures for team building

Lessons Learned: “Have a loud speaker so everyone can watch the kick off

video” - Whole Team
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Monday, September 20th, 2021 6-8 P.M.
Attendance: Autumn, Ryan, James, Joe

What we did:
● We order parts

● We brainstormed ideas for an arm and an intake.

○ The challenge this year will be to have the ability to pick up the ball,

square and the duck and have the ability to drop it without shooting

it out.

● The team discussed wanting to try mecanum wheels again like we did last

year but we wanted to order larger wheels this time.

● We started to design a claw as one of our prototypes

Lessons Learned: “To listen to other people’s suggestions when there might be

an easier way to do something as it might save time!” - James
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Thursday, September 23th, 2021 6-8:30 P.M.
Attendance: Abby, Autumn, James, Joseph, Mitchell

What we did:
● We got the engineering notebook started

● We made intake prototypes of the claw out of metal

● We had to pull a few things off of last year's robot to use.

● James helped a Lego team with programming the FLL Robot

Lessons Learned: “It is hard to take parts off last years robot as that was our

baby!” Autumn
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Saturday, September 25th, 2021 9-1 P.M.
Attendance: James, Ryan, Joseph, Mitchell, Autumn, Abby

What we did:
● We established the gear ratio (1:1)

● Ordered metal gears we needed to stager the motors

○ This helped us to get the base thinner if we wanted to fit through the

13” opening in the field.

○ We were concerned with the stability of the way we currently have

the base and are working to add  more 90 degree brackets.

● We ordered more motors as back ups, as we gave some to the new team we

are helping mentor so they could get started.

Lessons Learned: “Bigger is not always necessarily better” - Mitchell
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Tuesday, September 28th, 2021 6-8:30 P.M.
Attendance: Abby, Autumn, James, Joseph

What we did:
● We took some motors off last year's robot.

● We kept working on our base/design and getting the mecanum wheels on.

● Discussed more ideas on possible ways to attach an arm/claw.

○ We’d like to keep the weight centered on the robot.

● We got the electronics attached to the robot (Not in the final location). We

wanted to get to testing the robot to see how well it can go over the black

piping.

Lessons Learned: “90Degree brackets really help us to keep our base straight

compared to our first year” - Mitchell
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Thursday, September 30th, 2021 6-8:30 P.M.
Attendance: Abby, Autumn, James, Joseph

What we did:
● We programmed the base to drive forward/ backward etc to the controllers

so we could test drive it. .

○ Programming website - 192.168.43.1:8080

● We compared how the torque and speed  was going to be affected by the

different size mecanum wheels.

○ The one size was 75mm  and the other was 96mm

○ The math problem used to determine this was:

■ 320 mm per rotation - =(2 x pi  x r) x 25.4mm = 319.024mm

Lessons Learned: “Use the right IP address when using block programing”

- Autumn
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Saturday, October 2nd, 2021 9-noon
Attendance: Autumn, James, Ryan

What we did:
● Increased the durability of our base with more c-channel and 90 degree

plastic brackets

● Cut small pieces for a lift kit on the wheels. Found that it was too unstable

● Validation of contact information

Lessons Learned: “having the wheels lower than the motors gives us more

clearance”- Ryan
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Tuesday, October 5th, 2021 6-8:30 P.M.
Attendance: Autumn, Joseph, Mitchell

What we did:
● We found out that the base drives over all the obstacles, even the triangles!

● However the rest of the base and parts have not been assembled yet. More

testing to be done.

● Our base was too big with this configuration; back to the drawing board.

Lessons Learned: “Make sure set screws are set in the shaft collars holding the

wheels!” - James
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Thursday, October 7th, 2021 6-8:30 P.M.
Attendance: Abby, Autumn, James, Joseph, Mitchell

What we did:
● We welcomed our team member James back from breaking his leg in

Football! James didn’t let that slow him down!

● Kept working on the base so we could test drive on the field.

● Had to cut hex shafts the length needed to put the mecanum wheels

together.

Lessons Learned: “We have really stubborn team members, but that is not

always a bad thing!” - The Team
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Saturday, October 9th, 2021 9-4 P.M.
Attendance: Autumn, James, Joseph

What we did:
● We put the electronics on the base so it could be programed

● Showed the FLL kids our robot prototype and how it works

● Continued to get the wheels on the base and start to get the electronics on

it to test drive it.

Lessons Learned: “Sharing with the young kids is helpful for them to see a

path they can follow” - Joseph
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Tuesday, October 12th, 2021 6-8:30 P.M.
Attendance: Abby, Autumn, James, Joseph, Mitchell, Ryan

What we did:
● We ran the robot on the field and found some problems with the wheels

● Discussed weather to make the base narrower or elevate it to get over

obstacles

● The frame ran into the black tubing - we need to get the wheels to hit first

or get it up higher.

● Trying to get ideas where to put the electrical panel that won't be on the

bottom of the robot.

○ We also want to make sure we have room for the arm.

Lessons Learned: “The taller the better!” - Joe
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Thursday  October 14, 2021 6-8:30 P.M.
Attendance: Abby, Autumn, James, Joseph, Mitchell, Ryan

What we did:
● We continued to work on the base.

● We started to prototype some ideas for the arm.

○ Trying to figure out the perfect spot to put it on the base where we

will still be able to collapse it into the 18 x 18 box.

● We are trying to offset the motors to make us get down for 20” wide.

● Looking at trying gears and chains to run the wheels.

Lessons Learned: “Set screws on the shaft collars need to be tight!” Abby
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Saturday October 16th , 2021 6-8:30 P.M.
Attendance: Abby, Autumn, James, Joseph, Mitchell, Ryan

What we did:
● We worked on the bases wiring

● Made sure the wheels were in an X across the base (or it will drive oddly)

● We had to make sure the wheels /brackets were all the same.

● We labeled the front and back of the robot as it was getting hard to tell

which was which.

Lessons Learned: “Zip ties are your friend!” - Abby
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Tuesday, October 19th, 2021 6-8:30 P.M.
Attendance: Abby, Autumn, James, Joseph, Mitchell, Ryan

What we did:
● We looked up the difference between PLA /ABS

ABS - (Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene)  Temperamental :D
● Must have top cover on the Quidi printer while using this due to

specific temperature requirements.
● Best used in applications where you need strength, machinability

and thermal stability are needed.
● Weaker/ Less rigid than PLA.
● 4 times more impact resistant than PLA
● 25% lighter than PLA
● Above 50 degrees loses strength
● Won't bend - just shatters.
● More prone to warping

PLA - (Polylactic Acid)
● Stronger and stiffer than ABS.
● Poor heat resistance
● Less likely to warp - when properly cooled than ABS.
● Use PLA over ABS when aesthetics are important.

Lessons Learned: “We like the idea of ABS for a lot of our stuff.” - Joseph
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Thursday October  21st , 2021 6-8:30 P.M.
Attendance: Autumn, James, Joseph, Mitchell

What we did:
● We took our 3D printed brackets for the Mecanum wheels and attached

them to the base. We discovered we can make it even more narrow by

removing the t-slot out of the frame.

● We need to note when making the brackets the t-slot screws didn’t fit

because the 90 degree was too thick and close to the hole.

● Having the wheel under the robot also made it narrower and protected our

mecanum wheels from collisions.

● Using the same toothed gears for the off-set makes it easier to program.

(don’t have to make up for differentiating gear ratios)

● We made the two printed pieces into one piece to make it more rigid as

well as making the part larger to cover the entirety of the wheel

● We had to trim the top piece to fit on the c-channel and add a printed block

to the inside of the c-channel to make the piece flush to the frame.

Lessons Learned: “make room for t-slots when printing a 90 degree

angle”-Autumn
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Saturday October 23rd, 2021 9-4:00 P.M.
Attendance: Abby, Autumn, James, Joseph, Mitchell, Ryan

What we did:
● We  worked on the engineering notebook >:)

● Arrow helped us put in the new filler pieces into our wheel module parts

and made them larger to cover the gears. (in solidworks)

● We went to an FRC Droid Rage meeting discussing the season and travel.

● Worked on fixing the 3D printers (unclog nozzles)

Lessons Learned:”If you don’t keep your filament in an airtight container it

retains moisture from the air, clogging the nozzle.” - James
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Tuesday, October 26th, 2021 5-8:30 P.M.
Attendance: Abby, Joseph, Anna

What we did:
● Did outreach / helped our partnership with the Manitowoc County Library

doing Trunk or Treat

Lessons Learned: “Dress warm down by the lakeshore!” - Joseph
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Thursday, October 28th, 2021 6-8:30 P.M.
Attendance: Abby, Joseph, Mitchell, James

What we did:
● We made another iteration on the Wheel / bearing covers as we couldn’t

get the gear to fit in the one.

○ One of them also warped pretty bad.

● James learned to use the caliper this time to make the holes more accurate

and hopefully not need to print another one.

● Made sure the screws were tight in the wheels so they didn’t fall out!

● Continued to proto type our intake.

Lessons Learned: “Caliper is our friend” - James
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Saturday October 30th, 2021 9-4:00 P.M.
Attendance: Abby, Autumn, James, Joseph, Mitchell, Ryan

What we did:
● We continued to get the wheels together with the new 3D printed wheel

covers.

● Tried to get the base assembled again.

● Ordered more of the correct screws for the base so we didn’t have half the

base metric and the other half not.

● After tech a lot of our team went to the off season event for new kids

joining Droid Rage this year. We all went bowling and dressed up in

costumes!

Lessons Learned:”You can bowl on crutches!” James
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Tuesday  November 2nd, 2021 6-8:30 P.M.
Attendance: Abby, Autumn, James, Joseph, Mitchell

What we did:
● Everyone was behind in homework so we spent half of the meeting getting

everyone’s home work caught up.

● With the study group everyone was discussing good ways to do their

science notes, as they all have the same class.

● Adam’s wife Bree came in and helped tutor the students as well (chemistry

professor at the local college).

● The other half of the meeting was just tweaking some numbers on our 3D

prints for the next iteration of the wheel / bearing covers.

Lessons Learned:”Take good notes yourself, so you can remember things for

the tests!” Abby
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Thursday  November 4th, 2021 6-8:30 P.M.
Attendance: Abby, Autumn, James, Michell, Joe

What we did:
● We were able to get the electronics hooked up and take the base on a test

drive.

● It flew over all the black tubing like a monster truck.

● We need to make some tweaks as one of the wheels is not spinning due to

the gears not lining up correctly.

● We also need to get the same shaft collars on every wheel.

● We also still need to figure out where and how to attach an arm

● We need to start pondering the duck arm as well!

Lessons Learned:”3D printing is nice, but can have small things that aren’t

exactly as we had CADed.” Mitchell
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Saturday  November 6th, 2021 9:00 a.m. -4:00 pm.
Attendance: Abby, Autumn, James, Michell, Joe

What we did:
● We worked on our bucket proto type

● We tried a plastic 3D printed star, and some rubber wheels cut into stars.

● We found the bucket was too short and the block couldn’t fit all the way in.

● We also found the shaft was too low to allow them in.

Lessons Learned:”Measuring saves time for cuts and 3D printing” - James
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Tuesday  November 9th, 2021 6-8:30 P.M.
Attendance: Abby, Autumn, James, Joe, Michell, Ryan

What we did:
● We tried some proto typing of an arm out of duct tape and cardboard.

● Try to get the length we would need/ where it would connect/ how it needs

to bend.

● We thought about the linear slide but that didn’t work out so well for our

team 3 years ago.

● We need to figure out what motors we would want to use on the arm as

well and where we would place it on the robot.

● We organized the screws we ordered from REV into our Dewalt boxes for

easier finding!

Lessons Learned:”Organization saves time!”  -Ryan
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Thursday November 11th, 2021 9-4:00 P.M.
Attendance: Abby, Autumn, James, Michell

What we did:
● Made throw LEDs with magnets, LEDs, and watch batteries

● We continued to rebuild the base with the new wheel covers.

● We started to build parallel bars.

○ We had to re-CAD the ends for the parallel arms as we did not

account for shrinkage at the opening.

Lessons Learned:”3D printing can shrink a bit!” - Mitchell
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Saturday  November 13th & Sunday November 14th, 2021 8-4:30 P.M.
Attendance: Abby, Autumn, James

What we did:
● We did outreach helping with the FLL Jr Expo at the Robotics building and

some helped out at FIRST Lego Tournament at Lakeshore Technical

college.

● Helping to show how STEM is fun!

Lessons Learned:”Science is fun” - Abby
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Tuesday  November 16th, 2021  6-9 P.M.
Attendance: Abby, Autumn, James, Michell , Ryan

What we did:
● Continued to try out the base on the field.

● Ryan is teaching Anna CAD.

● Trying to put a C-Channel in the center of the robot to hold up our arm.

● Needed to order more 90% brackets

● We need to order more compliant wheels to test with our duck idea.

Lessons Learned:”Rev has the CAD for their parts on your side you just have

to unlink them and re-save them” - Anna
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Saturday November 20th, 2021 9-4:00 P.M.
Attendance: Abby, Autumn, James, Mitchell

What we did:
● Worked on trees for outreach event / holiday parade float

● All of the trees are going on a semi trailer for the Lakeshore FIRST

Robotics Program.

● Started to fix some of the CAD on our wheel brackets.

● Started to take parts off the old robot to make  2nd base so our

programmer can get started as our arm on the robot is taking longer than

expected. (As did the base!)

Lessons Learned:”Duplos click right onto each other over tree branches!” -

Autumn
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Tuesday  November 23rd, 2021  6-9 P.M.
Attendance: Abby, Autumn, James, Michell

What we did:
● Try to CAD up something for our capstone

○ Decided to go with a cone shape and possibly cricket rock ems on the

side.

● Continued to ponder our design of the arm so it will fit within the 18” x 18”

parameters.

○ We tried different strength struts, we cut down our parallel arms.

○ We are going to get a pop socket to lock our arm in an upright

position after it takes off in autonomous.

● Ordered more nuts and screws to fit our arm.

● Worked on the notebook.

○ Uploaded photos

● Starting to work on what we want in our 5 min video presentation.

Lessons Learned:”Some things on Thingiverse do not let you edit” James
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Monday  November 29th, 2021  6-9 P.M.
Attendance: Abby, James, Joe,  Michell, Ryan

What we did:
● CAD Bucket - added holes for zip tying, changed the temperature 220 -230

for the nozzle temperature because there were small cracks the last time we

printed. We  put more of a ramp shape on the base to get the pieces in.

(Lower ramp was too big)

● Continued to work on the parallel bar arms - attaching 3D printed brackets

to our Tslots.

● Trying to figure out which orientation to put the motor on our intake.

○ We tried a few locations which affects the amount of strength it takes

to lift, depending on the location we chose.

Lessons Learned:”When checking the robot for loose screws it was noted there

were some in the motor you can actually tighten too much.” - Abby.
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Tuesday  November 30th, 2021  6-9 P.M.
Attendance: Abby, Autumn, James, Joe, Michell
What we did:

● Took the next iteration of the bucket with larger holes so the screws will fit

in it.

● We assembled the arm and this version of the bucket for the first time

today. We had to make some more adjustments so we can fold back more

to be able to fit the arm in the 18 x 18 box.

● Still struggling to figure out how to drive our parallel 4 arms.

○ We are looking at sprockets and gears with chains to pull them.

○ We are also looking at different locations and brack types.

Lessons Learned:”Weight matters when it comes to moving parallel bars” -

Mitchell.
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Thursday  Dec 2nd , 2021  6-9 P.M.
Attendance: Abby, Autumn, James, Joe, Michell

What we did:
● We worked on building the second base

● We worked on the arm - locating where it will attach and how it will attach

to the robot.

● We tested different types of lock tight on the 3d printed wheel guards as we

heard some could melt them. They worked fine.

● Tried to get the latest version of 3D Printed wheel guards on.

Lessons Learned:”our lock tight can be used on 3d printed parts safely” - Joe
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Saturday  December 4th , 2021  9am - 4 pm.
Attendance: Abby, Autumn, James, Joe,  Michell , Ryan

What we did:
● We are working on a 2nd base to try using bearings instead of shaft collars

and brackets to see if that would be more stable.

○ We do not want to make any other major changes to the 1st robot as

we need to keep building on it to add the arm and electronics and

can’t keep bringing it back down to the C channel and rebuilding it.

● We are working on stabilizing the arm holding our intake as it’s very floppy

when we drove around.

● We worked on strategy a little bit- main goal is to empty cargo in

autonomous and part in warehouses.

○ 2nd strategy would be to get the duck spun on the floor first and then

empty our cargo and park in the warehouse.

Lessons Learned:”We decided to hold off on the 2nd base now until we can get

the first robot done as it’s more important right now” - James
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Monday  December 6th, 2021  6-9 P.M.
Attendance: Abby, Autumn, James, Michell , Ryan

What we did:
● Got the electronics back on the robot and tried to drive it around some

more. The chain fell off as the smaller sprocket was tweaked inward.

● We were able to still drive over everything and quickly.

● We also worked on CADing up a new battery box as the last one broke

when they tried to put screws in it.

Lessons Learned:” Battery case needs to be more stable where we put the

screws in or it cracks “ - Mitchell
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December 7th, 2021  6-9 P.M.
Attendance: Abby, Autumn, James, Michell , Ryan

What we did:
● We got the next iteration of the basket that removed the bump at the

bottom allowing the cargo to enter in easier.

○ However we are CADing a new one to cut more of the bottom of so it

can release the cargo easier.

● We got to run it on the field again but the chain slipped again.

○ This time the shaft was slightly bent/off and it cracked our motor

and we need to replace that.

Lessons Learned:”When using C channel counting holes doesn’t always work,

you need to make sure both are at the same height when measuring” James
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Thursday  December 9th, 2021  6-9 P.M.
Attendance: Abby, Autumn, James, Michell , Ryan

What we did:
● We got the new iteration of the duck spinner on the robot. They were able

to  try it on the field and it worked.

○ It fell into the robot but luckily went through to the floor!

● We are bracing where the pop socket holds are for the beginning of the

match so we fit into the 18 x 18 box.

● We also are continuing to work on getting the chain to stay tight.

Lessons Learned:”Keep talking it through and eventually one of us will come

up with a better solution!” - Joseph
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Saturday  December 11th, 2021  9am-4pm
Attendance: Abby, Autumn, James, Michell , Ryan

What we did:
● Added programming to get the duck spinner going.

● Working with the chain still as we still seem to be having support issues.

● We are reiterating our bucket /intake again as it is bumping on the parallel

bars and wont let us fold up inside the box easily.

● Struggling today with 3D printers wanting to keep messing up our prints.

Lessons Learned:”Full spools on our 3D printers tend to knot and snap off -

keep a close eye!” Mitchell
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CAD

Wheel Brackets

Bucket for Arm
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Inner Fender Bearing Holder

Inner Fender Bearing Holder
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Bucket Iteration 11.30.21

Extrusion Front Bucket Pivot
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Combined wheel bearing Holder
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Outer Fender Bearing

Combined Bearing Holder 10.23.21
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Sketches
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3D Printed Parts
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Development of New Skills
Abby – Learned CAD this year.
Autumn – Hoping to learn CAD going to FRC this year.
James – Learned CAD / 3D printing well and is hoping to try different filament types other than
ABS/ PLA
Joseph -  Learned all about gas struts and chain. Also would like to improve mechanical design
understanding.
Mitchell – Did CAD but is learning Java programming and hoping to bring that into this FRC
season as well.
Ryan – Learned more on assembly in CAD

Mathematics used in making our robot

● 320 mm per rotation - =(2 x pi  x r) x 25.4mm = 319.024mm

(Used to determine mecanum wheel ratio from small ones to large)

● Played with Gear ratios for our arm. We started with 3 to 1 ratio – so we

have 3 times more torque than speed.
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Outreach
Our team is part of the Lakeshore FIRST Robotics Program of Manitowoc County
which consists of 5 FIRST Robotics teams, 8 FIRST Tech Challenge teams, 15
FIRST Lego League Challenge Teams and 17 FLL Explorer teams. We do our part
by helping spread the word of FIRST and the Lakeshore Program through helping
at the outreach events. Below is a list of the outreach our team has been a part of
and the outcome.

**On top of the outreach, our team helped with open programming for Lego
League this season while we met on Saturdays. We also helped other FTC Teams
when teams were having troubles.

**We also helped mentor a new FIRST Tech Challenge team – C-Gull Robotics
12966 as this was a first-year team.
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Outreach Photos
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Programming

At the time of submitting this portfolio our team only had time to
program a few basic moves to get it tested on the field. We are hoping
to get our autonomous programming done later this week in time for
the competition.  We are using a combination of blocks as well as
Mitchell is trying to learn in Java. (Basic program above)
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Thank you to all our sponsors who make this all possible!
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